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With the advent of DIY smart homes and the Internet of Things comes the emergence of user interfaces for domestic humanbuilding interaction. However, the design trade-offs between the different representations of a smart home’s capabilities
are still not well-understood. In this work, we examine how four different smart home abstractions affect end users’ mental
models of a hypothetical system. We develop four questionnaires, each of which describes the same hypothetical smart
home using a different abstraction, and then we collect responses depicting desired smart home applications from over 1,500
Mechanical Turk workers. We find that the choice of abstraction strongly primes end users’ responses. In particular, the
purely device-oriented abstraction results in the most limited scenarios, suggesting that if we want users to associate smart
home technologies with valuable high-level applications we should shift the UI paradigm for the Internet of Things from
device-oriented control to other abstractions that inspire a greater diversity of interactions.
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INTRODUCTION

While the notion of smart spaces has existed for decades, a confluence of forces is at last bringing physical computation to the home market. Advances in energy storage and computer architecture have enabled a proliferation
of low-power embedded sensors and actuators with networking capabilities, individually called “smart devices”
and collectively dubbed “The Internet of Things” (IoT). Now the IoT community is exploring ways to orchestrate
these smart devices and expose their resources to user-facing applications.
While domestic IoT architecture may take many forms, every potential solution will need to abstract the system
to provide interfaces for end-user interaction. The abstractions we use to present the system collectively reflect
some conceptual model or metaphor for how the user is expected to interact with the smart home. For example,
a smart home app that abstracts a smart lighting system by providing virtualized interactive representations
of the individual bulbs in the app conveys a device-oriented model of interactions with the system, whereas
an app that exposes the lighting system’s state as a datastream that emits and receives messages provides a
data-oriented model. These abstractions can be explicitly chosen by designers to guide the users in interacting
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